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Abstract

The microstructure (via SEM, TEM and X-ray powder data), magnetic and optical colour parameters of the solid solution
Ca Yb h S (with 0#x#1) were investigated. Several samples have been prepared by heating mixtures of CaS and Yb S (white12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x 2 3

and yellow colour, respectively) in sealed silica tubes and by sulphurating the amorphous precursors of both metals in a H S1Ar steam in2

CS . Scanning electron micrographs show small particle size, up to 5 mm, in the second preparation samples. All the samples are2

bluish-green coloured and suitable for pigment applications. For x¯0.11, the cation vacancies (produced during the process
21 313Ca →2Yb 1?) are randomly distributed and a decrease in the NaCl-type unit cell volume of 1% was observed accompanied by

˚ ˚cluster formation in the image. For x50.33, we observed a cubic superstructure of NaCl-type, with a52a 511.280(3) A; a 55.50 A for0 0
˚pure CaS. Higher x values give mixtures of two phases: (a) rhombohedral symmetry, a 57.987(6) A and a558.6 (8), and (b),r

˚ ˚ ˚orthorhombic Yb S -type, with a512.641(8) A, b53.844(4) A and c513.01(1) A.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.3 4
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1. Introduction (M5Mg–Ca, Sr–Ba) with NaCl-type structure and doping
with Ln S (Ln: lanthanide element). For 1:1 ratio, i.e.2 3

In the last few years, the research devoted to the MLn S , they found several structural types: Th P , spinel2 4 3 4

structural study (solid solutions, long-range order and (both with cubic symmetry), CaFe O and Yb S (the last2 4 3 4

short-range order) of transition and rare-earth sulphides two orthorhombic). Single crystals of the ternary calcium
[1–8] has had implications in the development of inorganic ytterbium compound, CaYb S were synthesized by Car-2 4

pigments based on sulphides of light rare earth elements penter et al. [15] and the structure given corresponds to the
which has importance due to their less toxic chemical Yb S -type [16]. More recently, El Fadli et al. [17] studied3 4

behaviour and variable colour emission [9]. Recently, three crystals by single crystal X-ray diffraction:
ˆRhone-Poulenc [10] has patented it as a safer red pigment Ca Yb S , Ca Yb S and Ca Yb S ; the3.86 0.09 4 3.10 0.60 4 2.30 1.14 4

for plastics; it is used now as a substitute for cadmium first two correspond to NaCl-type structure with a5
˚ ˚sulfoselenide and it presents good optical, thermal and 5.691(2) A and 5.67(3) A, respectively, while the third

chemical characteristics. The study of alkali-doped cerium corresponds to a two times NaCl superstructure, with
˚sulphide and the pure compound was carried out by a¯2a 511.246(2) A. These samples were prepared at0

Mauricot et al. [11]. Perrin et al. [12] claim that the red 1473 K from the binary CaS and Yb S sulphides.2 3

colour of g-Ce S is associated with localised Ce 4f→5d In this work, we shall present our results concerning the2 3

´excitations. This year Romero et al. [13] have studied the preparation, structure–microstructure, optical colour pa-
stabilisation of g-Ce S at low temperature. rameters and magnetic measurements of several phases in2 3

In 1965, Flahaut et al. [14] carried out an extensive the ternary Ca–Yb–S system; these phases can be formu-
study of the solid solutions made of alkaline sulphides lated as Ca Yb h S with 0#x#1 and they are12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x

NaCl-type solid solution derivatives. Our purpose is to
characterise the samples by using more sensitive tech-
niques such as electron microscopy and associated tech-

*Corresponding author. niques (XEDS, CBED, microdiffraction) in order to search
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for SRO and LRO in the form of modulated structures as specimens were subsequently examined in JEM 2000FX
21 31happens in other similar systems, such as Yb –Yb –S and Philips CM200 FEG electron microscopes, both fitted

[5,6]. with XEDS analyser systems.
Optical colour spectra and colour coordinates were

obtained with a Luci-100 spectrometer (viewing geometry
d /88, 108-standard observer and D65 Iluminant).2. Experimental methods

The magnetic susceptibility measurements between 2
and 300 K were carried out on samples with a Quantum2.1. Sample preparation
Design MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer applying a
magnetic field of 1000 Oe.

Two types of samples belonging to the solid solution
Ca Yb h S with NaCl related structure and vari-12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x

able nominal composition as 0#x#1 have been prepared.
3. Results and discussion

The first type of sample (A) was prepared using the
binary sulphides as starting products. Firstly, CaS (NaCl-

3 3.1. Structure and microstructure studies˚ ˚type, a 55.695 A, V5184.7 A and grey colour) was0

prepared by induction heating of a carbon crucible con-
In order to obtain the size and morphology of the two

taining CaCO (4N.ROC-RIC) in a stream of 5% H S13 2 types of powder microcrystallites, scanning electron mi-
95% Ar at 1473 K for 2 h. Yb S (a-Al O -type, a52 3 2 3

3 crographs (SEMs) were taken. In Fig. 1a, sample A-1,˚ ˚ ˚6.7463(7) A, c518.190(2) A; V5717.0(1) A ; yellow Ca Yb h S, has well-shaped crystals. However, for0.90 0.07 0.03colour) was also prepared in the same furnace from Yb O2 3 the sample B-1, with the same nominal composition as A-1
(4 N, Hudson Lab.) in a stream of 5% H S195% Ar at2 but synthesised at a lower temperature by sulphurating the
1773 K for 3 h, followed by annealing in the gas at 1373 K precursors, we observe much smaller crystals forming
for 5 h, and then cooled to room temperature by switching nearly spherical aggregates; see micrograph of Fig. 1b
off the furnace. Mixtures of both binary sulphides, with
nominal composition values of x50.10 (A-1), 0.33 (A-2)

2and 0.45 (A-3), were pressed into a pellet (6 Tm/cm ),
heated in evacuated sealed silica tubes at 1373 K for 70 h
and cooled in air until room temperature. The three
samples are bluish-green coloured.

The second type of sample (B) was prepared by
sulphurating amorphous precursors in a stream of H S/Ar2

3 3(50 cm /min flow) and Ar/CS (20 cm /min flow) placed2

in graphitic boats and heated at 1173 K for 4 h. These were
prepared by mixing CaCO (A.R., Mercks) and Yb O (43 2 3

N) dissolved in HNO followed by co-precipitation of both3

cations with (NH ) CO . For x50.10 (B-1) and x50.304 2 3

(B-3) the samples present a green-bluish colour; for higher
Yb concentrations, i.e. x50.75 (B-4) and x50.86 (B-5),
the samples are dark-brown coloured. In one sample, for
x50.14 (B-2), we have used CaC O instead of CaCO2 4 3

and it is sky-blue colour.

2.2. Experimental techniques

The samples were examined by X-ray powder diffrac-
tion (XRPD) using a Siemens K810 diffractometer (Cu Ka

radiation) and a D-501 goniometer with a secondary
graphite monochromator. Si (5N) was used as an internal
standard.

Scanning microscopy studies were carried out using a
JEM 6400 SEM operating at 20 kV and fitted with a LINK
AN10000 analyser system. Samples for TEM observation
were obtained from suspensions ultrasonically dispersed Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of the samples
under butanol; one drop of the solution was placed on Cu Ca Yb h S, with x50.10, prepared at (a) 1473 K (A-1) and (b) at12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x

grids coated with holey carbon films. The resultant TEM 1173 K (B-1).
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taken at the same magnification as Fig. 1a. The X-ray which demonstrates that larger crystals than those in Fig.
powder data only show reflections corresponding to NaCl- 1b are formed. The X-ray powder is more complex and
type basic structure, i.e. CaS with random cation positions multiplets around the basic cubic Bragg reflections are

31occupied by Yb according to the process observed; this suggests important changes in the symme-
21 313Ca →2Yb 1h. A decrease of less than 1% in the try.

volume of both unit cells was measured, which can be Three types of crystals have been observed. Fig. 3b
simply justified from the cationic radius values, shows the SAED (Selected Area Electron Diffraction)

21 31˚ ˚Ca (VI)51.14 A and Yb (VI)51.02 A [18] with a 5 pattern of one crystal B-2 sample. It can be indexed as the0
˚˚ ˚ [110] zone axis of a cubic cell with a52a 511.3 A5.678(6) A and a 55.689(1) A for the solid state and 00

˚(a ¯5.6 A for the CaS). Notice the weak modulationprecursor reactions, respectively (compare them with a 5 00
˚ maxima (marked by arrows) that double the periodicity5.695 A for pure CaS).

along the k111l* direction. Notice as well how theseBy XEDS analysis, the crystals always give Ca, Yb and
modulation maxima are slightly diffuse and bent due toS peaks, although the amount of Yb varies from crystal to
partial short range order (SRO) although some crystalscrystal, even inside the same crystal. Nonetheless, the
show sharp satellite reflections, as can be seen in Fig. 3c.agreement of the average measured composition with the
The average (three-point analysis) atomic ratio for thisnominal composition is good: Ca (K)¯39 at.%; Yb (L)¯4
crystal is Ca (K)¯46.0%, Yb (L)¯3.4% and S (K)¯at.% and S (K)¯57 at.%. A high resolution image from
51.6%. In Fig. 3d we present a CBED (Convergent Beamone crystal of sample A-1 is presented in Fig. 2. This
Electron Diffraction) pattern from a different crystal of themicrograph was taken with the incident beam parallel to
same sample oriented along [001] of a cubic cell. Only thethe [100] zone axis of a cubic cell (NaCl-type). In addition
ZOLZ could be observed along this direction, so no three-to the regular contrast due to two-dimensional fringes of

˚ dimensional symmetry information could be obtained, onlyh020j planes with d spacing¯2.9 A, an intense mottled
projection symmetry information. The FOLZ reflectionscontrast is observed. It is caused by the possible SRO
are very sensitive to disorder or thermal vibrations, so(short range order) created by clusters due to partial
when the crystal has not a very high degree of order theyordering of cation vacancies and/or ordering between both

31 21 cannot be easily observed. The observed 4mm projection´Yb and Ca ions. Moire contrast fringes are possibly
symmetry is compatible with the Fm3m space group.due to segregation of YbS or metallic Yb from the CaSx

The samples A-2 and B-3 give the same phases, but withmatrix [5,15]. The inset given in the upper right corner of
different crystal size and shape morphology, as can be seenthe micrograph corresponds to its fast Fourier transform
in the SEM micrographs shown in Fig. 4a and b, respec-(FFT) showing the basic cubic reflections (see the indexing
tively. Fig. 4c shows a microdiffraction pattern of a crystalgiven), plus the diffuse satellites due to SRO and multiple
from sample B-3 along the [001] zone axis of a cubic unitdiffraction.

˚cell symmetry and a¯2a (a ¯5.7 A for pure CaS).The sample B-2, Ca Yb h S, gives a sky-blue 0 00.86 0.09 0.05

Notice the weak superlattice reflections that double thecolour powder and its SEM image is presented in Fig. 3a,
cell. It is important to remark how the Kikuchi lines show
a WP (whole pattern) symmetry m and not 4mm due to
symmetry degradation from cubic to rhombohedral. By
tilting the crystal by |358, we get the microdiffraction
pattern presented in Fig. 4d, which corresponds to the
[111] zone axis. The WP symmetry observed is 3m;
although the symmetry observed in the ZOLZ is 6m it
shows only the projected symmetry, while the symmetry
information provided by the FOLZ, which includes three-
dimensional symmetry information, reduces the observed
symmetry to 3m. The observed 3m symmetry is compat-
ible with a cubic crystal along the k111l direction and with
a rhombohedral crystal along the [111] direction ([0001]
direction in the hexagonal setting). These results confirm
the rhombohedral symmetry of the crystal since the m WP
symmetry observed along [001] does not fit with the
Fm3m space group of CaS.

After the TEM observations, the X-ray powder data
have been refined and we get the following values. For

˚sample A-2, the cubic cell a parameter is 11.280(3) A and
Fig. 2. High resolution transmission electron micrograph of a crystal

˚the rhombohedral phase values are a 57.987(6) A (¯2a /from sample A-1, Ca Yb h S. Notice the mottled contrast typical r 012x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x 3˚of clusters. Inset corresponds to its optical diffractogram. œ2), a 558.6 (8) and V5349(1) A .r
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Fig. 3. (a) SEM of the as prepared sample Ca Yb h S sample. (b) SAED pattern of one crystal from the same sample shown in (a). Notice the0.86 0.09 0.05

diffuse satellite reflections. (c) SAED pattern from a crystal from the same sample shown in (a). Notice the sharp satellite reflections. (d) CBED from a
crystal from the same sample show in (a). Notice the 4mm symmetry.

Sample A-3 also has a blue colour and its structural The sample B-4, CaYb S , which formally should be2 4

study reveals a mixture of two phases: a rhombohedral NaCl-type with 25% cation vacancies, presents a dark-
symmetry phase similar to that described previously and brown colour. By X-ray powder diffraction and SAED it
also observed by El Fadli et al. [17] and a second phase was observed to have a Yb S -type structure [5,15]. The3 4

21with orthorhombic symmetry and isostructural to the addition of Yb to Yb S , according to a solid solution2 3
Yb S -type; the refined unit cell parameters for this Ca Yb h S for which Yb S (a-Al O ) would be3 4 12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x 2 3 2 3

˚orthorhombic phase are as follows: a512.641(8) A, b5 a formally end-member (x51.00), makes the compound
3˚ ˚ ˚3.844(4) A, c513.01(1) A and V5632.4(7) A which are metallic and consequently changes the colour from yellow

in good agreement with previous published results [15]. to black.
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Fig. 4. (a) SEM of the as prepared Ca Yb h S (A-2) sample. (b) SEM of the as prepared Ca Yb h S (B-3) sample. (c) Microdiffraction0.67 0.22 0.11 0.70 0.20 0.10

pattern of a crystal from the sample shown in (b). The incident beam is parallel to [100] of a cubic cell. (d) Microdiffraction pattern of the same crystal
shown in (c). The ZOLZ and FOLZ are clearly visible.

3.2. Magnetic studies 53.19 K and m 56.01m ; for x50.30, u 555.22 K andeff B

m 56.54m . These values agree with the expected valueseff B
31The temperature dependence of the reciprocal magnetic for the Yb free ion. At low temperature the reciprocal

magnetic susceptibility deviates downward from linearitysusceptibility for the different Ca Yb h S com-12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x

and this behaviour can be attributed to crystal field effects.pounds is plotted in Fig. 5.
In the linear range between 50 and 300 K, the molar

3.3. Colour studiesmagnetic susceptibilities versus temperature fit the Curie–
21Weiss law. Plots of x versus T for Ca Yb S (x527 2 30

The Ca Yb h S phases present a great variety0.10) and Ca Yb S (x50.30) compounds are shown in 12x 2 / 3x 1 / 3x7 2 10
31Fig. 5 (inset). For x50.10, the Curie temperature, u 5 of colours. At low Yb contents (x,0.3), the colour goes
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are indicative of low colour purity and the medium values
of L* coordinate, which varies from 43 to 63 units, are
indicative of a medium colour lightness. The reflectance
curves of the samples are given in Fig. 6 and the colour
coordinates L*a*b* (CIE–L*a*b*-system) and vacancies
content are in Table 1.
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